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Fruit Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Which fruit looks like a light bulb?

Pear

Apple

Orange.

2. Which fruit do worms really like?

Apple

Lemon

Orange
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3. Which fruit is considered the favorite fruit of monkeys?

Pear

Apple

Banana

4. Which very sweet berry grows on bushes in the forest and is a treat for bears?

Strawberries

Raspberries

Strawberries

5. Which berries grow in clusters? If you dry them, you get raisins.

Grapes

Raspberries

Blueberries

6. You can easily slip on the rind of this fruit.

Banana

Apple

Pear

7. What is the name of the forest berry that makes your lips and tongue turn blue?

Raspberry

Strawberries

Blueberries

8. Which orange fruit has a thick, porous rind and a very pleasant smell?

Apple

Orange

Mango

9. Which of these fruits is the sweetest?
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Banana

Lemon

Apple
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Fruit Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which fruit looks like a light bulb?
  Pear
  2. Which fruit do worms really like?
  Apple
  3. Which fruit is considered the favorite fruit of monkeys?
  Banana
  4. Which very sweet berry grows on bushes in the forest and is a treat for bears?
  Raspberries
  5. Which berries grow in clusters? If you dry them, you get raisins.
  Grapes
  6. You can easily slip on the rind of this fruit.
  Banana
  7. What is the name of the forest berry that makes your lips and tongue turn blue?
  Blueberries
  8. Which orange fruit has a thick, porous rind and a very pleasant smell?
  Orange
  9. Which of these fruits is the sweetest?
  Banana
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